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Abstract
This paper tackles the delicate choice of the initial distribution function in full-f gyrokinetic codes such as GYSELA 5D,
aiming at predicting the turbulent transport level in low collisional tokamak plasmas. It is found, both analytically and
numerically, that a Maxwellian distribution function with constant proﬁles on magnetic ﬂux surfaces leads to the fast generation of a large scale electric ﬁeld. Such a ﬁeld opposes the up–down charge separation governed by the inhomogeneity of
the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld. If large enough, the shearing rate induced by the resulting poloidal E  B velocity could eﬃciently reduce the plasma micro-instabilities which account for the development of the turbulence. Starting in the ab initio
code GYSELA 5D from an equilibrium distribution function depending on motion invariants only is shown to cure such a problem. In this case, charge separation is counter-balanced by parallel ﬂow, and the standard ﬂuid force balance is recovered.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 52.30.Gz; 52.65.Tt
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1. Introduction
In tokamak plasmas, the energy conﬁnement time is largely governed by the magnitude of the turbulent
transport. Nonlinear ﬂuid simulations have been recently reported to systematically overestimate such a transport [1]. Gyrokinetic models look appropriate to study such low collisional plasmas. However, they suﬀer
from the large numerical resources they require, inherent to the intrinsic complexity of a ﬁve-dimensional
phase space. In this framework, most present gyrokinetic codes deal with ﬂuctuations only, implicitly assuming a scale separation with the equilibrium. This assumption potentially conﬂicts with large scale fast transport
events, sometimes reported both in experiments [2] and in ﬂux driven numerical simulations [3–5].
Conversely, the GYrokinetic SEmi-LAgrangian GYSELA code [6] treats the entire ion distribution function
in an axi-circular toroidal geometry. Such a full-f code faces the delicate problem of solving the gyrokinetic
equilibrium in a collisionless tokamak plasma. This is a crucial issue in those turbulence simulations where
the linear and nonlinear regimes of the instability are let to evolve from an initial unstable equilibrium state.
Especially, the ﬁrst section shows that any equilibrium state at vanishing electric ﬁeld requires a ﬁnite parallel
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ﬂow in order to compensate the vertical charge separation born of the inhomogeneity of the magnetic ﬁeld. If
present, this large scale electric potential may increase the eﬀective threshold of the instability, and potentially
quench the turbulence if its magnitude is large enough. Here, charge separation is to be understood in terms of
plasma polarisation, since ðdne  dni Þ=n0 n 1. Section 3 provides a natural way to account for the parallel
ﬂow in GYSELA – thus preventing the generation of any equilibrium electric potential – by considering distribution functions depending on the motion invariants only. Finally, the consistency of the retained equilibrium
with the force balance equation is discussed in Section 4.
2. Non-canonical initial distribution functions generate poloidal sheared ﬂows
The onset of turbulence and its characteristics both depend on the properties of the equilibrium it develops
onto. Such an intricate relationship is of prominent importance in those codes where no scale separation
between equilibrium and ﬂuctuations is assumed. This is especially true for the gyrokinetic code GYSELA 5D,
which self-consistently solves the gyrokinetic and the quasi-neutrality equations for the entire ion distribution
function in a simpliﬁed toroidal geometry [7,8]. In such a full-f code, the system is initialised with an equilibrium distribution function plus a bath of small amplitude modes. These small perturbations eventually grow
and nonlinearly saturate, provided the initial equilibrium is above the linear stability threshold. Conversely, if
the initial distribution function is not an equilibrium function, the system will ﬁrst evolve towards an equilibrium. The consequences are twofold: the time evolution of the initial perturbations will be hard to discriminate
from that of the search of an equilibrium, and the equilibrium found by the system, if any, may turn out to be
stable with regard to perturbations.
In that respect, it is interesting to consider the following Maxwellian initial distribution function:
fM ¼

nðrÞ
ð2pT ðrÞ=mÞ

3=2

eE=T ðrÞ

ð1Þ

where n and T are the radial proﬁles of density and temperature and E ¼ mv2k =2 þ lB. fM is constant on a magnetic surface labelled by the radial coordinate r. We shall call this initialisation non-canonical. As will be shown
in this section, such an initial state does not constitute an equilibrium of the system solved by GYSELA 5D at
vanishing electric ﬁeld. Indeed, a radial electric ﬁeld will be shown to develop on short time scales. The resulting sheared poloidal ﬂow can then possibly prevent the onset of turbulence, consistently with theoretical predictions [9–11].
Especially, let us show analytically that any initial distribution function similar to the one deﬁned by Eq. (1)
leads to the development of a non-vanishing electric ﬁeld in GYSELA 5D. The fundamental reason is that such a
non-canonical f does not carry any parallel ﬂow that would ensure the compensation of the vertical charge
separation governed by the curvature and grad-B drifts in a toroidal geometry. The ﬂuid analogous of such
a physics is the fact that the divergence of the diamagnetic velocity has to be balanced by the divergence of
the parallel ﬂow [12]. The time evolution of the guiding-centre 5D distribution function f ðr; h; u; vk ; lÞ solved
in GYSELA – namely the gyrokinetic equation – can be found in Grandgirard et al. [7]. Let us look for equilibrium solutions at vanishing electric ﬁeld and of the following general form: feq ¼ gl ðr; h; vk ÞeE=T ðrÞ , where gl
is a given function of r; h and vk parametrised by l. The gyrokinetic equation then reads


vk
or T
or T
cos h
lBr sin h
¼0
ð2Þ
 oh g l
vg gl lB 2 sin h þ gl v2k m 2 sin h þ or gl sin h þ oh gl
þ o vk g l
2
r
qR
T
2T
mqR
mv2 þlB

mv2 þlB

where vg ¼ keB B$B
¼  eRk0 B0 ðsin h^er þ cos h^eh Þ is the curvature and grad-B drifts in the low b approximaB2
tion, vg its modulus, B ¼ Bð^er þ r=qR0^eh Þ is the magnetic ﬁeld, B ¼ B0 R0 =R, R ¼ R0 þ r cos h the major radius
and q the safety factor. We also concentrate on an axisymmetric equilibrium distribution ou  0. We intend to
show that gl cannot be an even function of vk and must be such that any equilibrium at vanishing electric ﬁeld
requires a ﬁnite parallel ﬂow. To proceed, let us assume by contradiction
an equilibrium distribution function
P
2n
can exist, with a ﬁxed even parity in vk , such that gl ðr; h; v2k Þ ¼ 1
a
n
n¼0 ðr; hÞvk . Projecting Eq. (2) on the
2p 2pþ1
fvk ; vk g (p 2 N) basis allows one to separate the odd and even parities in vk :
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D
E
E
D
E cos h D
E
or T
or T D
oh gl vg v2p
sin h gl vg v2p
þ m sin h 2 gl vg vk2pþ2 þ sin h or gl vg v2p
þ
¼0
ð3aÞ
k
k
k
2
r
T
2T
E D
E
lBr sin h D
ovk gl vk2pþ1  oh gl vk2pþ2 ¼ 0
ð3bÞ
mR
R þ1
where the brackets stand for hGi  1 dvk G expðmv2k =2T 0 Þ. Using the expression of gl , Eq. (3b) reads as
follows:


n 
1 
X
2T 0
1
2 lBr sin h
 oh an1 ¼ 0
C nþpþ
nan
ð4Þ
2
m
R
m
n¼0
lB

R1
with CðnÞ  0 dt tn1 et . Since Eq. (4) must remain valid for all integer p, the following relationship holds, for
all integers n P1:
an ¼

mR
oh an1
2lBr sin h n

ð5Þ

Injecting such a relationship in Eq. (3a) yields for the a0 term:
½B; a0  ¼ a0

lBoh B or T
r
T2

where ½g; h  1r ðor goh h  or hoh gÞ is a Poisson bracket. Eq. (6) implies that
over r and h, the latter equation can be recast as follows:

 Z

rmax
Z
a2
1
or T
2 B
dr dh 02

2l
¼
dh
a
0 2
T2
R rmin
R r sin2 h

ð6Þ
1
½B; a20 
sin h

2

¼ 2lB
R

or T
T2

a20 . Integrated

ð7Þ

The left-hand side integrand is strictly positive. The right-hand side integrand depends on h only. Therefore,
when diﬀerentiating Eq. (7) with respect to r, and for any a0 and T regular enough, the only physical solution
is for a0 identically equal to zero. Eq. (5) then implies that all the other coeﬃcients an are also identically zero.
Thus, with a vanishing electric potential, the only even solution in vk of the gyrokinetic equation is null everywhere. In other words, any possible equilibrium solution that is even in vk – which is especially the case if gl is
independent of vk – is characterised by a non-vanishing electric ﬁeld. Alternatively, equilibrium solutions at
zero electric ﬁeld are asymmetric in vk , such that there exists a ﬁnite parallel ﬂow analogous to the Pﬁrsch–
Schlüter current. Notice that this ﬂow may be vanishing when averaged on a ﬂux surface, similarly to the
Pﬁrsch–Schlüter current.
As will be shown in the following section, such a property is intrinsically fulﬁlled when properly considering
an equilibrium distribution function [13,14].
3. Canonical equilibrium in GYSELA 5D
Any arbitrary function of the motion invariants – namely the adiabatic invariant l ¼ mv2? =2B, the total
energy H ¼ 12 mv2k þ lB þ e/ and the toroidal kinetic momentum P u ¼ mRvu þ ew, with w the poloidal ﬂux –
represents a stationary equilibrium in the collisionless gyrokinetic code GYSELA 5D. Let feq be the so-called
canonical equilibrium, deﬁned as a kind of modiﬁed Maxwellian:
feq ¼

nðrÞ
ð2pT ðrÞ=mÞ

3=2

eH=T ðrÞ eþe/ðrÞ=T ðrÞ

ð8Þ

where r stands for an eﬀective radial coordinate derived from the third invariant: r ¼ r0  r0qeB0 0 P u þ hðl; HÞ,
such that feq is a function of the motion invariants only (the quantities with a label 0 are deﬁned at half-radius
of the simulation box and h is an arbitrary function of the motion invariants l and H). The density n and
temperature T are no longer radial proﬁles, but functions of the motion invariant P u . Since the parallel
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dynamics is crucial to equilibrium, r is written in terms of P u so as to bear this dependence. Following [14],
a good choice appears to be
r ¼ r0 

q0
mq0
½wðrÞ  wðr0 Þ 
½Rvk  R0vk 
r0
eB0 r0

ð9Þ

Rr 0 0
where wðrÞ ¼ 0 r dr
. Also, the last term in Eq. (9) is by deﬁnition a motion invariant, which will be assumed to
q
scale like qH , the ratio of the ion gyroradius qi over the minor radius:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vk ¼ Signðvk Þ
E  lBmax YðE  lBmax Þ
ð10Þ
m
with Y the Heaviside function and Bmax the maximum of the magnetic ﬁeld on the whole simulation box. It is
worth noticing that, due to the explicit dependence in vk of the invariant r, the canonical feq exhibits an asymmetry in vk . Such a property allows for the compensation of the vertical charge separation by a ﬁnite parallel
ﬂow, as discussed in the previous section. This justiﬁes a posteriori the use of the invariant r as an eﬀective
radial coordinate. So as to minimise the parallel velocity, vk in Eq. (9) is chosen such that ðRvk  R0vk Þ scales
like qH . It is important to notice that even though the diﬀerence between r and r is small, it carries a new piece
of physics: the fact that the guiding-centres deviate from a magnetic ﬁeld line by a few Larmor radii (a banana
width at most). This radial excursion leads to a parallel ﬂow.
The impact of the initial distribution function on the dynamics of the equilibrium E  B ﬂow hvh i has been
analysed numerically. A set of two simulations is compared in Fig. 1: they only diﬀer by the initial distribution
function, either given by the canonical (Eq. (8)) or by the non-canonical (Eq. (1)) expression. As evident in
Fig. 1a, the system develops a large mean ﬂow /00 on short time scales when initialised with the non-canonical
distribution function. It turns out to be more than one order of magnitude larger than the one observed in the
canonical case. The poloidal cross-section of the electric potential then exhibits the annular structure characteristic of such large scale ﬂows. In this non-canonical case, it is worth noticing that the system also develops
spontaneously a parallel ﬂow that tends to counter balance the vertical charge separation. However, such a
process appears to build up on larger time scales. The quantitative dynamics of both the electric ﬁeld generation and the parallel ﬂow will be addressed in a future publication. Ultimately, one may expect the large equilibrium ﬂow appearing in the non-canonical case to possibly reduce the turbulence magnitude. Following
earlier theoretical works [9–11], an approximate criterion to quantify the backreaction of the velocity shear
on the turbulence is provided by the ratio of the E · Bp
shearing
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rate cE ¼ jorr /00 =Bj over the linear growth
rate clin . The latter is approximated byp
clin

ðk
q
Þv
=
R0 Lp in Fig. 1b, with k h qi  0:3 corresponding to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ h i T
the most unstable linear mode [1], vT ¼ T =m the thermal velocity and Lp the equilibrium pressure gradient
length. According to this criterion, the non-canonical case appears to be marginally unstable, cE =clin being of
the order of 1, while the canonical case remains unstable until later times. Fig. 1c focuses on the time evolution
of the most unstable resonant mode in both canonical and non-canonical simulations. In the canonical case
this mode grows, whereas it remains at the initial perturbation level in the non-canonical case, possibly being
stabilised by the E  B shear.
Such an analysis remains qualitative, since both the stability criterion and the linear growth rate are
approximations. To sum up, it essentially shows that (i) the non-canonical initialisation leads indeed to the

Fig. 1. In both canonical and non-canonical cases (qI ¼ 102 ): (a) time evolution of the ðm; nÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ mode of the electric potential
(b) ratio of the E  B shearing rate over a rough estimate of the linear growth rate (c) time evolution of the most unstable mode.
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fast generation of large scale sheared E  B ﬂows, and that (ii) these ﬂows can potentially reduce the eﬀective
instability growth rate. If strong enough, such ﬂows could reduce and possibly quench the turbulence.
4. Consistency with the force balance equation
The consistency between ﬂuid and gyrokinetic descriptions is a matter of current work, as exempliﬁed in
Ref. [15] in the general gyrokinetic-MHD framework. The present section focuses on some aspects of this consistency, restricted to the simpliﬁed equations solved by the GYSELA code. Namely, we only consider the calculation restricted to the ﬁrst-order in qH , consistently with the latter reference. Let us ﬁrst notice that the
speciﬁc prescription for the equilibrium distribution function adopted in Eq. (9), including the deﬁnition of
vk , belongs to the following larger class of equilibrium distribution functions:



 

m
wk j
nðwÞ
H
e/ðwÞ
þ
exp

feq ¼
1
þ
ð11Þ
3=2




T ðwÞ
T ðwÞ
T ðwÞ
ð2pT ðwÞ=mÞ
 is analogous to r in
 is derived from the third invariant: w
  u ¼ w þ u , w being the poloidal ﬂux. w
Here, w
e
e
that it represents an eﬀective radial coordinate in the case of a more general class of axisymmetric magnetic
equilibria of the form: B ¼ I$u þ $w  $u. Here, I is a ﬂux function IðwÞ. The density and temperature pro and thus are motion invariants. Also, w
 are arbitrary func k and j
ﬁles in Eq. (1) are now evaluated with w,

m
wk j
H
tions of the motion invariants. They are such that T ðwÞ
scales
like
q
.

 and ﬂuid quantities such that GYSELA fulﬁlls
This section aims at showing the simple relationship between j
the force balance equation. Let us ﬁrst detail the force balance in ﬂuid:
P

mRv

enðE þ V  BÞ ¼ $p

ð12Þ

Summing over all species, this equation implies B  $p ¼ 0 and E  B ¼ B  $/ ¼ 0, meaning that the pressure
p and the electrostatic potential / are ﬂux functions. The general solution of Eq. (12) reads


B
B
p0
B
0
H
V ¼ VE þ V þ V k ¼ $w  2 / þ
ð13Þ
þVk
B
B
ne
B
where p0 and /0 stand for the derivatives of p and / with respect to w. Uppercase letter V refers to ﬂuid
velocities. The cross-product can be derived from the general expression of the magnetic ﬁeld:
V
p0
/0 þ ne
$w  B ¼ IB  B2 R2 $u. Let us deﬁne BmaxjfðwÞ  I
þ Bk . With these new notations, the ﬂuid velocity
B2
V (Eq. (13)) reads as follows:


jf
p0
V¼
B þ /0 þ
ð14Þ
R2 $u
Bmax ðwÞ
ne
where Bmax is the maximum magnetic ﬁeld on each magnetic surface: Bmax ðwÞ  Bðw; h ¼ pÞ. Fig. 2 illustrates
the diﬀerent ways of expressing the ﬂuid velocity V: ﬁeld aligned and transverse coordinates are used in Eq.
(13), whereas Eq. (14) expresses V as a diﬀerence between two adjacent directions, namely $u and B. In this
latter system of coordinates, the match between the ﬂuid and the gyrokinetic approaches is easily tackled.

Fig. 2. In ﬂux coordinates, the ﬁeld lines (given by ^ek ) are straight lines.
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In the limit of large aspect ratios, incompressibility can be reasonably assumed: $  V ¼ 0. In this case,
jf
B  $ Bmax
¼ 0, such that jf is a ﬂux function jf ðwÞ. The parallel and transverse components of V then read:


B
p0 IðwÞ
0
ð15Þ
V k ¼ jf ðwÞ
 þ / þ ne
B
Bmax ðwÞ
B  $p
V? ¼ VE þ VI ¼ VE þ
ð16Þ
enB2
Let us now express the ﬂuid velocity as derived from the general form for the kinetic equilibrium in GYSELA,
Eq. (11). The standard
R deﬁnitions for theR parallel and transverse guiding-center ﬂuid velocities of such an equilibrium are Vk ¼ 1n vk feq and V? ¼ 1n ðvg þ vE Þfeq , where integration is carried out over normalised phase
R R1
R þ1
space  0 2pB=m dl 1 dvk . It is easy to show that both kinetichand ﬂuid transverse
i ﬂows exhibit the same
R
R
B
$B
2
divergence. Indeed, let us ﬁrst recall that evg  $feq ¼ B2  B  $ ðmvk þ lBÞfeq . The MHD equilibrium
imposes j  B ¼ $p, such that the later term can be recast into 2 B$B
 $p ¼ $  ðB$p
Þ. The divergence of
B3
B2
B$p
V? then reads: $  V? ¼ $  ðVE þ enB2 Þ. One recovers both the electric drift and the magnetising current
obtained in the ﬂuid description. Up to a rotational term, V? and V? are then equal. The calculation of
the magnetising current from the transverse particle ﬂuid velocity is given in Appendix A.
 and w, namely mRvu =e,
As far as the parallel ﬂow is concerned, ﬁrst notice that the diﬀerence between w
H
remains small and scales like q . One can then Taylor expand feq, Eq. (11):




mwk j
mIvk n0 T 0 E 3
dfeq
e/0


 þ
þ fM ðwÞ
þ
feq ðwÞ ’ feq ðwÞ þ ðw  wÞ  jw ’ fM ðwÞ þ fM ðwÞ
ð17Þ
T ðwÞ
e
n T T 2
T
dw
 and j
 where w
 is replaced by w, respectively. fM is deﬁned by Eq. (1). fM ðwÞ
ðwÞ
 k ðwÞ
wk and j correspond to w
does not lead to any parallel ﬂow. The two last terms only of Eq. (17) contribute to Vk :


mj
IðwÞ
p0
hhvk wk ii þ
/0 þ
Vk ¼
ð18Þ
T
B
ne
R þ1
R1
where hhGii  1n 0 2pB=m dl 1 dvk GfM ðwÞ. The parallel velocities given in Eqs. (18) and (15) look similar.
 k a similar expression to that of vk (Eq. (10)), namely:
Giving w
rﬃﬃﬃﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
 YðE  lBmax ðwÞÞ

 k ¼ Signðvk Þ
E  lBmax ðwÞ
w
ð19Þ
m
with Y the Heaviside function, one obtains

 ¼ jf ðwÞ.
provided j ¼ jf , or equivalently j

mj
hhvk wk ii
T

¼ jf

B
.
Bmax

In this case, Vk and Vk can be reconciled

5. Conclusion
This paper provides a practical way to tackle the delicate problem of the equilibrium in full-f and collisionless
gyrokinetic codes such as GYSELA 5D, aiming at predicting the turbulent transport level in tokamak plasmas.
Especially, a large scale electric ﬁeld is found to develop on short time scales if the initial distribution function
is not an equilibrium function – for instance a Maxwellian with constant proﬁles on magnetic surfaces. This ﬁeld
results from the imbalanced vertical charge separation which naturally occurs in such toroidal conﬁgurations.
This large scale electric potential leads to a sheared poloidal rotation, which back reacts on turbulence and can
potentially quench the instability, if large enough. Conversely, choosing a canonical initial distribution function,
i.e. a stationary equilibrium of the gyrokinetic equation, cures such a problem. The canonical form retained in
GYSELA 5D, function of the motion invariants only, aims at minimising the diﬀerence between an eﬀective radius
based on the invariants, and the geometrical radius. It is shown to fulﬁll the force balance equation.
Appendix A. Recovering the particle transverse ﬂuid current
We shall here emphasise on the classical result which enables to derive the correct particle transverse ﬂuid
velocity. It is well known that the transverse current J? reads: J? ¼ J?gc þ Jmagn , where J ?gc is the guiding-center
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R
component, J magn ¼ $  M is the magnetisation current,
R R 1 M ¼  lbf
R þ1 the plasma magnetisation and
integration is carried out over normalised phase space  0 2pB=m dl 1 dvk . The following calculation is
mv2

performed taking into account the ‘low b-drift’, namely vD ¼ vg þ eB2k ð$  BÞ? .


Z
Z
Z
B  $B ð$  BÞ?
2
mv
J? ¼ eðvE þ vD Þfeq þ ð$  MÞ? ¼ enVE þ p
þ
f

$

lbf
eq
k eq
B3
B2
?
B  $p?
B  $B
ð$  BÞ?
¼ enVE þ
þ ðp  2p? Þ
þ ðpk  p? Þ
B3
B2
B2

ðA:1Þ

whichR is the transverse
ﬂuid current up to the ﬁrst-order in qI , the pressure being deﬁned as follows:
R
2
pk  mvk feq , p?  lBfeq and p ¼ pk þ p? . In the case of an isotropic pressure tensor, pk ¼ p? , the last
two terms vanish and the expression for $  V? is recovered.
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